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1. Megha Dharnidarka
pg no 5:
I think the first line is very powerful. We give them a special name to pay lip service to
affirmative action and satisfy our own unease. Through different terminology we
specialize and marginalize them. We ensure that they form a separate category that
needs to be treated specially and separately. It’s like the segregated United States
philosophy of separate but equal for African Americans. We cannot accept that they
are like us and we could have common interest or aspirations. We victimize and
infantilize them instead of treating them like any other member of society. We harp
on their “special needs” while forgetting that we all have unique and specific
conditions and environments in which we function optimally as well. I think this page
emphasizes that we need to see people with disabilities as people first and their
disability as only one facet of who they are.
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3. Ruvina Fernandes
Pg 3
I am reminded of the beautiful quote of Hellen Keller “Tell me and I forget, teach me
and I remember, involve me and I LEARN “Many times as educators & social
workers, we begin with so much of enthusiasm and somewhere between we forget
our purpose. We take on the ownership towards the individual right to participate in
his/her future. Hand down approach is not the solution, this will only reinforce our
past stereotypical behaviors to linger but hand in hand approach would ignite a new
way of looking and doing things. We need to remind ourselves, everybody has a voice
irrespective of their orientation (Gender/ State of Mind or Body). It is in the each
other’s uniqueness and diversity that beauty lies and there is only Us/We no more you
and They.
I enjoyed the session; it was good to recall things learnt during the course, videos
captured the essence of the sessions. As an ngo working in field of disability, it is
good to be thinking and working towards inclusion in words and take it forward to
the communities we work with .

4. Zahida Shaikh
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5. Gulshan Khan
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7. Sandhya Kamble
Ms. Sahani gave important information regarding disability language. before the
workshop we easily used some word like Special, Normal but now in future i
will be taking care when i using this word because it's true this word making
discrimination.
Book Feedback Page No- 4- :- :"Disabled" and abnormal this word making
discrimination. we are doing sympathy with disabled people because we are
looking just them disability but we are forget they are capable and they can
change them life. don't do any kind of label on disability, called them on the
them own name. "they don't want sympathy they want empathy".


8. Swati Gije
I would like to say thanks to Ms. Ritika Sahani for conducting session on “how
to behave or how to interact with physically or mentally challenged person”.
Yes I agree. A child is only as disabled as their environment and the people
around them. Nobody chose to word disability and we all need to understand
this.
Feedback on page No. 3 :
Being disabled or abnormal should not mean being not enjoying every aspect
of life. Disability is natural. We must stop believing that disabilities keep a person
from doing something. It is not true disability doesn’t stop to doing everything.
They don’t have disability, they have different ability to do everything.
9. Rabiya Ansari
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10. Tanveer Kaur
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11. Ganesh Kharat
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